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Chapter: 1549

Lin Fan has so far she has no way to forget, this man unfeeling!

Then his mother in order to protect themselves, their families living in

the forest to be killed, all family members sit on the sidelines Lin Lin

Fan can understand.

But there was Lin Ao accounted for, he could not understand!

It was his son!

That was his woman!

But he was like a Nuisance things people like, watch them die!

Cold-blooded ruthless!

Since he felt shame, why should students had him down?

Since he felt his mother’s good enough for him, then why did they

provoke?

The whole of the Lin family, who hated Lin Fan Lin is undoubtedly

accounts for the ao!

His dream of thinking, let the man pay for his actions, so be toppled

Lin Fan Lin, Lin Ao accounted watched his huge business empire

collapsed completely!

The moment!

Lin Ao facing the accounting command, Lin Fan will emerge mouth

hint of sneer:

“Why?”

Lin Lin Fan looked deeply Ao accounting one, although he tried to

hide, but that deep eyes still has a hint of disgust revealed.

“With me you will not be disappointed!”

Hahaha!

And hearing this, Lin Fan is burst out laughing, like the most

wonderful thing to hear a funny joke like.

“why are you laughing?”

Lin Ao accounting gloomy face, so the inverse dare not respect

themselves, and even let him lose face in front of people?

Lin Fan will be sharp eyes staring at him:

“Unfortunately, I’m desperate for you!”

what!

Lin Ao accounting old blushed, suddenly angry, Nuisance think even

he open the mouth, Lin Fan has not buy it.

哢嚓!

Then, Lin Fan anger is suddenly stepped on the foot down, Lin-day

tour is also another one arm to Lin Fan was destroyed.

“Grandpa, save me! Save me ah!”

Lin-day tour hideous face pain, crying tears up the hearts of fear and

despair.

He doesn’t want to die!

And he knew very well that Lin Fan, a lunatic, really dared to kill him!

“Lin Fan, don’t be shameless!”

Lin Zhan’s anger was in full swing, and he roared directly:

“Back then, the Lin family could kill you, but now it is still possible!

Let go of Lin Tianxun, and then come to the Lin family to plead guilty,

I can plead for your life!”

just!

Lin Fan laughed when he heard this, and went to Lin’s family to make a

plea?

When it comes to the Lin Family’s site, is it rounding or flattening?

Isn’t it all at the Lin Family’s disposal?

Does Lin Zhansi still think of him as the yellow-haired boy who didn’t

know the world?

Lin Fan shook his head and said:

“You are so caring about the children of other people’s families, but

you can watch your own children being mutilated, Lin Zhanli, Lin

Zhanli, you are such a capable person!”

Lin Zhanli’s expression was immediately embarrassed!

At the moment, he was holding back his anger and comforting:

“I know you complained about what Dad did back then, but Dad also

had to do it to experience you. It seems that you are like this now, I am

relieved.”

“In this way, you can officially return to the Lin family! In the future,

you will also be the youngest of the Lin family, and no one will dare to

bully you anymore. Let the Lin family make up for you, okay?”

Lin Zhanli began to play the emotional card!

After Lin Tianxun returned to Lin’s house safe and sound, he would

make other plans!

just!

He underestimated Lin Fan and overestimated himself.

From the moment Lin Fan was swept out, from the moment Lin Fan’s

mother was beaten to death in front of him.

He only hates Lin Zhanli!

and so…

boom!

Lin Fan exploded Lin Tianxun’s head with one foot.

The last single seedling of the Lin family is gone!

Under the horrified gazes of all the Lin family members, a grinning

smile appeared on the corners of Lin Fan’s mouth:

“Your Lin family’s sin can only be made up for with death!”

“If you don’t kill the last one of you, I’m Lin Fan… I will never give

up!”
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